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It is difficult to assess the impact of the president's speech. assess means ............. .

perform evaluate demand reject

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is a correlation between an individual's height and weight. correlation means............. .

instrument political control

argument mutual relationship

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

He has a lot of commitments and can not take on any more. commitment means ............ .

a fellow worker in any occupation a special duty of a person

a promise which one has agreed to do a part of a larger place

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

New traffic regulations have not be in force very long. in force means .............. .

competent effective apparent administrative

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Organizations motivate their members through communication which is intended to change their

preference for certain outcomes. motivate means .............. .

prevent inspire avoid refuse

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He occupied the pinnacle posi!on of the factory at the age of 25. pinnacle means.... 

lower rank larger place highest point smaller part

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is well-known for his prowess as a public speaker. prowess means ................. .

oustanding skill successful negotiation

specific advice particular department

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

We have affiliation with the national group.  affiliation means ............. .

attachment achievement development disagreement

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The term adequacy refers to the state or quality of being adequate. adequacy means ................. .

inscrutability sufficiency flexibility category

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His loyalty to his boss was never in doubt. loyalty means ................. .

being intricate and original being powerful

being true and faithful being professional

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.

We should be faithful in the performance of our duties."duty"means .......

factor member service task

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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To examine .................. requires both logical and empirical attack.

concurrent validity construct validity

content validity predictive validity

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A person who tries to reach agreement by discussion is called .............. . 

executive foreman negotiator disaster

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The relatioship between politics and administration should be characterized as institutional 

interaction rather than ............ .

dichotomy reliability validity complexity

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is a written, typed, or printed paper or set of papers that describes or gives the facts about

someone or something, specially about past actions. it refers to ............... .

power section record obligation

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is what an employee does in his or her job. it refers to ............. .

performance failure subordinate agenda

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is a standard against which a judgement, evaluation or classification can be made. it refers to

................ . 

tension quality criterion exercise

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

ffectiveness is the extent to which an action or activity achieve its stated purposes. purposes

means ................... .

workers managers laws goals

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is a list of topics which are to be dealth with during a formal meetings. it refers to .............. .

authority bureau tendency agenda

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The schools of thought represent major approaches to the development of a theory of

administration."approach" is the closest in meaning to ...........

analogy application concept method

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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